Reimagine RCM

RCM Services are overlooked by
most healthcare providers but one
Pulmonary practice quickly learned
the incredible value of having the
additional services.
The Challenge:

A Pulmonary client came to us with 18 doctors
and 3 locations. Their billing professionals chose
a different path without much notice leaving the
practice worried about how the billing would get
done, and done well enough to keep them from
going backwards. The main challenge was their
A/R aging beyond what is acceptable by payers
to allow for recoupment, making it
uncollectable A/R.

The Solution:

The billing team here at AntWorks Healthcare
combed through stacks of information and
data sheets. By following up on claims and
restructuring their internal staff, we were able
to work together to find areas of lost revenue.
Enjoy your billing staff? We want you to have the
freedom to run your practice and keep the staff
that help you run it. Regarding the in-office billers
and managers, “they are still very valuable to us”,
says Angie Martin, Manager of RCM and Billing
at AntWorks. “Their staff and our billing team
worked hard to bring them improved
financial health.”

The Result:

Cleaned up
practice’s A/R
in 1 year by
$300,000

Reduced 1
Doctor’s A/R by
$48,246 in just
1 year

After seeing these results, this Pulmonary
practice’s COO shared about how relieved she
was that they found a partner they could trust to
manage their revenue cycle. This was a team effort
for AntWorks to help the practice get on their
feet again.
You Too Can Have Financial Freedom:
Through the passion and devotion in bringing
fresh ideas, fearless approach, and fast execution,
AntWorks can get you back on track to financial
freedom. We offer a financial analysis with free
consulting from our billing staff, so even if you’re
the slightest bit curious about your practice’s
financial health, simply ask us how to get started.
You may never know the full potential of your
practice until you let AntWorks streamline your
financials, making sure you get every dollar
you deserve.
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